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R E TA I L

Restaurant Delivery +
Delivery Automation
As remote diners become more prevalent in today’s
culture, restaurants are racing to serve them.
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FOOD AT HYPERSPEED
———
Restaurants must solve the delivery
equation in order to be competitive
and capture increasing consumer
demand for remote dining.
Restaurants rely on either direct
delivery or partnering with third-party
providers, both of which are costly.
While direct delivery offers a more
unified brand experience, it involves
significant investment in physical and
technological infrastructure. Third-party
delivery is often the preferred solution,
as those providers reach a broader
customer base. However, the fees and
commissions paid for those services cut
into already narrow profit margins and
are a growing concern industrywide.
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This incredible shift in preference from in-store dining to
at-home delivery opens up enormous opportunity for
restaurants everywhere. Like guests at a masquerade
ball, these restaurants can become whoever and
whatever they want in the digital world, regardless of their
location, financing, or physical footprint. It’s exciting!

Jay Coldren
Managing Director, Eat + Drink
Streetsense
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Delivery
Pillars

Last-Mile
Delivery

Technology +
Automation

R E TA I L

Welcome to Retail Innovation Watch, a
collaboration between CBRE and Streetsense
thought leaders. The series highlights key

Partnerships

Ghost
Kitchens

trends across the consumer and retail sectors,
current examples of industry innovation, and
forward-looking predictions for what’s next.
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PILLAR 1:
———

LAST-MILE
DELIVERY
In a product’s journey from warehouse
shelf to customer doorstep, the “last mile”
of delivery is the final step of the process
— the point at which the package finally
arrives at the buyer’s door. In addition
to being key to customer satisfaction,
last-mile delivery is both the most
expensive and time-consuming part of
the shipping process. Food delivery adds
a layer of complication, with freshness,
temperature, and timeliness top of mind.
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Last-Mile Delivery

EXAMPLES

•

Uber is using drones to speed up restaurant
meal delivery for its Uber Eats service. Disrupting
the transport sector, the current tests have
drones meeting an Uber Eats driver at a dropoff location, where the driver then takes the meal
and hand-delivers it to the customer, cutting the
last-mile delivery in half. Future plans include
landing drones atop parked vehicles near delivery
locations and securing them to the vehicle for
the final mile of the delivery, solving the problem
of hosting a dedicated drop-off space.1

•

Following Target’s acquisition of Shipt in
2017, the local delivery service now offers
same-day delivery for about half of all Target
stores nationwide, including delivery of
groceries, meals, and more. For other retailers,
Shipt eases the cost and logistic strains
by handling all the logistics of delivery.
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SHIPT

MarketWatch
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Last-Mile Delivery

EXAMPLES

•

As demand for delivery grows, so does the
demand for third-party delivery services.
GetSwift, a leader in last-mile delivery, is taking
a holistic approach to being a delivery partner.
The company’s recent acquisitions of delivery
management platform Delivery Biz PRO and
workforce scheduling provider Scheduling+
demonstrates its goal to own every step of the
delivery process — from the first stop (farmer to
restaurant) to the last stop (meal to consumer).2
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UBER EATS

QSR Magazine
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PILLAR 2:
———

PARTNERSHIPS
In our consumer-driven world,
convenience is king. Delivery
companies are creating mutually
beneficial partnership systems to
fill this need, in which all parties
benefit from sales increases and
a broadened consumer reach.
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Partnerships

EXAMPLES

•

DoorDash leads the on-demand meal delivery
market, offering delivery in more than 4,000 cities
across the U.S. and Canada. As part of a recent
partnership with Wyndham Hotels & Resorts, hotel
guests get free delivery on all DoorDash orders,
while also receiving Wyndham Rewards points.

•

Sweetgreen is cutting delivery costs for the
consumer with its new Outpost concept. The
cult-favorite fast-casual salad chain recently
partnered with WeWork to deliver salads directly
to a select number of WeWork locations.
Members and employees can order online
and pick up their salads in one centralized
location with no delivery fee — and Sweetgreen
gets access to more consumers without
having to build new physical locations.3
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SWEETGREEN
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PILLAR 3:
———

TECHNOLOGY
+ AUTOMATION
Big players are already testing AI, robots,
and drones to solve for delivery challenges
and enhance efficiency. Specifically,
brands are eyeing autonomous vehicles
as the next frontier of food delivery.
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Technology + Automation

EXAMPLES

•

Delivery giant DoorDash recently acquired
Scotty Labs, a startup that develops
autonomous and remote-controlled
vehicle tech, taking a huge step in

NURO

eliminating human delivery drivers.4
•

Domino’s partnered with robotics company
Nuro to test self-driving delivery in
Houston. Nuro developed R2, a custom
unmanned vehicle specifically built to
deliver food and dry cleaning, with the
pilot program slated for later this year.5
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DOORDASH | CRUISE
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PILLAR 4:
———

GHOST
KITCHENS
Now that a large number of consumers
are using Uber Eats and DoorDash,
restaurants are implementing a new
technique to push as much food out
of the door as they can with ghost
kitchens. These kitchens, solely used
for delivery prep, are helping restaurants
increase production and better scale
delivery services, all without burdening
in-dining kitchens to meet supply.
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Ghost Kitchens

EXAMPLES

•

CloudKitchens, a startup owned by City Storage
Systems, aims to repurpose a nationwide
inventory of nonperforming real estate into
optimized online-focused food spaces.
CloudKitchens looks to help chefs focus on food
and forgo the headaches associated with running
a restaurant by offering kitchen spaces for onlineonly food delivery businesses, as well as software
to help run these food delivery-only restaurants.6

•

A major challenge of virtual-only kitchens is
the high cost of labor. Kitchen United, another
shared kitchen service based in California, is
innovating in the market by offering streamlined
labor with centralized Kitchen United runners
and expediters to check order accuracy.7
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Restaurant Business Online

CBRE and Streetsense’s joint venture helps unlock value for brands and their
customers; reimagine environments where people live, work, and play; drive demand
for clients; and foster community and sense of place. Together, we strengthen
our ability to connect with end users across industries and geographies.
For more on our partnership, please visit us at cbre.us/streetsense.
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